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                A leader in the domestic and international textile industry            

                        
                With hundreds of yarn and fabric combinations in a variety of blends            

                        
                Over five decades of 
 experience            

                    

    

    
                
            
                
            
        

            



    
        
            
                        ABOUT RSWM LTD.

            
                At RSWM, we produce and supply high-quality yarns to some of the most renowned brands in over 76 countries all over the world. So, there’s a high chance that whatever you’re wearing has yarns  made by us.

For the last 62 years, we have created stories through our high-quality cotton, melange, synthetic and novelty yarns, along with knitting and denim fabric that’s used to drape populations around the world. While providing you with the best quality of yarns and fabrics, we are also committed to keeping our environment green and clean through our sustainable model.




Overall, https://playcroco-casino.bet/ is a great option for Australian players who are looking for an online casino that offers a wide range of games, a generous loyalty program, and excellent customer support. We recommend that you give the casino a try.




One of the things that makes https://ozwin-casino.bet/ a great option for Australian players is the fact that it offers a wide range of bonuses and promotions. New players can take advantage of the welcome bonus which offers a 100% match deposit bonus up to $5000.




The https://joe-fortune-casino.bet/ also has a number of other promotions such as reload bonuses, cashback bonuses, and free spins. These bonuses are available on a regular basis and they give players the chance to boost their bankrolls.




In addition to the regular bonuses, https://gw-casino.bet/ also has a VIP program that offers even more generous rewards. The VIP program is invite-only and it gives VIP members access to exclusive events, prizes, and bonuses.




Quickspin online casino is an online casino where you can gamble and play games to win money. Quickspin online casino offers a wide variety of casino games including slots, Roulette, Blackjack, and more. You can also take part in Quickspin’s many promotions and bonuses.
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                                Let yourself feel the high-quality of opulent and iridescent yarns produced by us.
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                            Denim

                            
                                Witness versatility like never before with our innovative and superior quality denim designs.
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                                Knitted fabrics are the answer to our modern day lifestyle as they come with promise of comfort,

                                
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
    


        
            
                
                    RSWM is one of the largest manufacturers and exporters of
 synthetic and
                        blended spun yarns from India.
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                                RSWM introduces yarns made with 100% herbal/natural dyes 
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                                    Sign up with your email address to receive news and updates.
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